
As in any good science meeting, we emphasize high-quality presentations and friendly idea-exchange atmosphere that benefits all our attendees. The program committee, consisting of members from both Unions, strives for high science return to our attendees via insights from keynotes and invited speakers, emerging new ideas from young researchers, and diverse views from various research groups. At the same time, we endeavor to continue improving the language environment by further increasing the number of English sessions and reinforcing English slides in Japanese sessions. Through these measures, we would like you to return home with updated information, new ideas, and an expanded science network.

Being the first meeting of its kind there are bound to be some issues. However, we will try our best to minimize them using lessons learned before and strive to serve you a beneficial meeting. Please join us to make the first JpGU-AGU joint meeting a successful and rewarding one with your positive attitude and high-quality presentations.